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Number
HB 5

HB 6

HB 7

Sponsor
Rep Barlow/Sen Hinkins

Rep Hutchings/Sen Thatcher

Rep Ray/Sen Christensen

Title

Description

Status

Position

Contact

Natural Resources, Agriculture, and Environmental Quality Base Budget

This bill supplements or reduces appropriations previously provided
for the support and operation of state government for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, 2017 and ending June 30, 2018; and appropriates
funds for the support and operation of state government for the fiscal
year beginning July 1, 2018 and ending June 30, 2019. (read details)

Monitor

All

Executive Offices and Criminal Justice Base Budget

This bill supplements or reduces appropriations previously provided
for the support and operation of state government for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, 2017 and ending June 30, 2018; and appropriates
funds for the support and operation of state government for the fiscal
year beginning July 1, 2018 and ending June 30, 2019. (read details)

Monitor

All

Social Services Base Budget

This bill supplements or reduces appropriations previously provided
for the support and operation of state government for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, 2017 and ending June 30, 2018; and appropriates
funds for the support and operation of state government for the fiscal
year beginning July 1, 2018 and ending June 30, 2019. (read details)

Monitor

Elizabeth Klc

Monitor

Elizabeth Klc

Support

Elizabeth Klc

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

HB 12

Rep Ward

Family Planning Services Amendments

Requires medicaid to seperately reimburse providers for birth
control, anything required less than once a month (contraceptive
implants). Requires Div. of Health to apply for medicaid waiver for
low income individuals. Creates 4 year pilot program Fed match rate
of 90% of what State does.

HB 14

Rep Hutchings

Substance Abuse Treatment Facility Patient Brokering

Substance Abuse Treatment Facility Patient Brokering: Reorganizes
and renumbers the public education code related to funding.

Community Reinvestment Agency Amendments

Requires a city and a county to report use of a housing allocation.
Authorizes a public entity to donate the public entity's property to an
agency. Modifies requirements for notice provided by an agency.
Modifies the public benefit analysis required for a community
reinvestment project area plan.

HB 15

Rep Handy

HB 16

Rep Arent

Candidate Replacement Amendments

HB 17

Rep Sagers

Community Reinvestment Agency Revisions

Provides for the certification of a replacement candidate to fill a
vacancy in the candidacy for certain local offices; removes a
provision prohibiting a municipal candidate from withdrawing from
an election less than 23 days before an election.
Authorizes a public entity to dispose of or lease the public entity's
property to an agency for less than fair market value.

Senate 1st Reading

Senate 1st Reading

HB 20

Rep Peterson

Political Activities and Elections

Clarifies penalty provisions of the Election Code. modifies
provisions addressing the notification provided by the Department of
Corrections to the lieutenant governor regarding convicted felons.
defines the term "filing officer" for different portions of the Election
Code; clarifies the information that the lieutenant governor includes
in a ballot certification; modifies provisions relating to filling a State
Board of Education candidate vacancy and a State Board of
Education office vacancy; addresses the handling of, and access to,
a financial disclosure form filed by a candidate; shortens the
deadline for a filing officer to forward a financial disclosure form to
the lieutenant governor; clarifies the definition of an "expenditure"
under the Lobbyist Disclosure (adds tour or meeting)

HB 21

Rep McCay

Certified Tax Rate Amendments

Modifies the calculation of the certified property tax rate by
adjusting eligible new growth to account for collection rates over the
previous five years; and makes technical and conforming changes.

HB 22

Rep Sandall

Enterprise Zone Sunset Amendments

Transportation Safety Program Funding Amendments

HB 26

HB 35

HB 36

Rep Christofferson

Rep Roberts

Rep Thurston

Municipal Instant Runoff Voting Pilot Project

Free Expression Regulation Amendments

Neutral

Bryan Rodgers

Need Amendments

CivLAC

Extends the repeal date of the Enterprise Zone Act. Extends to July
1, 2028

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Creates a restricted account to receive appropriations, donations,
and other contributions for traffic safety education and outreach
programs; requires the Department of Transportation to consult with
the Department of Public Safety on how to expend funds in the
account; and provides rulemaking authority to allow the department
to establish in rule the programs and efforts for which the funds in
the account may be expended.

Neutral

Lincoln Shurtz

Defines terms; establishes a pilot project for a municipality to
conduct certain nonpartisan municipal races by instant runoff voting;
establishes a process for a municipality to opt in to the pilot project;
establishes requirements and procedures for conducting an election House Comm - Not
under the pilot program, including the completion of ballots, the
Considered 1/23/18
counting of votes, recount provisions, resolving a tie, and
canvassing; provides a sunset date for the pilot project; and makes
technical and conforming changes.

Monitor

Lincoln/Bryan

Requires that a political subdivision ensure that any generally or
individually applicable time, place, or manner restriction on
expressive activity on public grounds complies with certain
constitutional requirements; requires that, if a political subdivision
imposes a generally applicable time, place, or manner restriction on
expressive activity on public grounds, the political subdivision must
impose the restriction by ordinance or adopt the restriction in
accordance with a general ordinance; prevents a political subdivision
from prohibiting political activities on public grounds; and exempts
compliance with Title 20A, Election Code, and certain property that
a political subdivision owns or leases .

Neutral

CivLAC

House/Circled
1/22/18

HB 38

Rep Dunnigan

Fireworks Restrictions

Amends and clarifies the dates on which a person may legally
discharge fireworks; increases the criminal fine for discharging
fireworks outside of permitted dates and times; clarifies when a
municipality may prohibit a person from discharging fireworks;
increases the areas within which a municipality or the state forester
may prohibit the discharge of fireworks; in certain situations,
requires local governments and the state forester to create and
provide maps identifying areas in which fireworks are prohibited due
to hazardous environmental conditions; requires retailers that sell
fireworks to display: maps a county provides indicating areas within
the county in which fireworks are prohibited due to hazardous
environmental conditions; and signs regarding permissible discharge
dates and times and certain criminal penalties; prohibits the state
forester from limiting or restricting the discharge of fireworks within
municipal boundaries; imposes civil liability when certain fireworks
discharge causes a fire; and makes technical and conforming
changes.

Senate Comm Favorable
Recommendation
1/30/18

Support?

Lincoln Shurtz

Support

Elizabeth Klc

HB 41

Rep Eliason

Mental Health Crisis Line Amendments

Directs the Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health
(division) to enter intoor modify contracts to provide the statewide
mental health crisis line; requires the division to ensure that the
statewide mental health crisis line meets certain staffing and
operational standards; requires local mental health authorities to
ensure that local mental health crisis lines meet certain staffing and
operational standards; requires local mental health authorities and
the division to ensure that calls may be transferred from local mental
health crisis lines to the statewide mental health crisis line to ensure
a timely and effective response to calls; amends the duties of the
Mental Health Crisis Line Commission

HB 42

Rep Eliason

Medicaid Waiver for Mental Health Crisis Services

Medicaid Waiver for Mental Health Crisis Services: Requires
Department of Health to seek a Medicaid waiver for certain mental
health crisis resources, including the crisis line and MCOT teams.

Support?

Elizabeth Klc

HB 56

Rep Maloy

Emergency Personnel Recording Amendments

Emergency Personnel Recording Amendments: Makes a training
audio recording made during an emergency when a responder is
resucitating or treating an individual a protected record.

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Elizabeth Klc

Support

Bryan Rodgers

TBD

Lincoln Shurtz

HB 57

Rep Westwood

Utah Intergenerational Poverty Work and Self-sufficiency Tax Credit

HB 61

Rep Acton

County Recorder Amendments

HB 62

Rep Quinn

Property Rights Amendments

Utah Intergenerational Poverty Work and Self Sufficiency Tax
Credit: Creates a refundable income tax credit for those
experiencing intergenerational poverty, requires DWS to inform
those of the tax credit, requires the General fund to reimburse the
Education fund for the tax credit.
Removes a restriction on the provision of county recorder services in
certain circumstances .
Property Rights Amendments: In determing market value of a
property, a court, jury, or referee may consider any impact from the
public project, access to the property after taken, but not consider
the assessed value.

HB 67

Rep Handy

Voter Registration Amendments

HB 70

Rep Handy

Costs for Aggravated Murder Offenses

HB 72

Rep Fawson

Personal Communications of Governmental Entity Employees and Officers

Amends definitions; provides that an individual who applies for or
renews the individual's driver license or state identification card will
be registered to vote unless the individual opts out; allows certain
information in a driver license or state identification card application
form to be used for voter registration purposes; requires a county
clerk to send certain information to an individual who registers to
vote; provides that an individual is not guilty of fraudulent
registration if the individual is ineligible to register to vote but is
inadvertently registered to vote under this bill; and makes technical
and conforming changes.
Provides the auditor with guidelines for determining the scope of
costs incurred by capital cases, including when the death penalty is
sought and when it is not; describes the various prosecutions and
outcomes regarding capital cases, including conviction and plea
bargains; and directs that the auditor report to the Legislature,
including recommendations.
Provides that any personal communication by an employee or
governmental entity is included in "record" if the personal
communication is not within the scope of employment with or work
for the governmental entity.

LFA/ fiscal note
publicly available
1/29/2018

Support

Bryan/Lincoln

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

CivLAC

Monitor

Adam Trupp

Oppose

CivLAC

HB 77

Rep McKell

Criminal Code Amendments

Provides factors the court may consider before determining whether
a defendant's actions amount to indecent liberties; amends
provisions of Section 78A-6-105 and Section 78B-2-308 to
incorporate the definition of "indecent liberties" included in this bill

HB 79

Rep Greene

Private Attorney General Doctrine

Repeals a provision that disavows the private attorney general
doctrine.

HB 83

Rep Roberts

Forcible Entry and Warrants Amendments

Addresses firearms in private residences; requires certain
information in affidavits requesting specific warrants; limits when
forcible entry may be used

TBD

Adam Trupp

HB 84

Rep Ray

Felony Fleeing Amendments

Amends the definition of "predicate offense" for the crime of murder
to include, after failing to stop at an officer's signal: operating the
vehicle in a dangerous manner; or attempting to flee

TBD

Adam Trupp

HB 93

Rep Stratton

Agriculture Commodity Zone Amendments

Establishes and modifies Utah Grazing Agricultural Commodity
Zones in Garfield County; and makes technical changes.

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

HB 94

Rep Snow

Uniform Real Property Transfer on Death Act

Creates a new part in the Utah Uniform Probate Code entitled the
Uniform Real Property Transfer on Death Act; defines terms;
specifically applies only to deeds created by a person who dies on or
after May 8, 2018; provides that the act is nonexclusive and does
not affect any other method of transferring real property allowed
under Utah law; makes clear that the transfer of property only
occurs upon the transferor's death; provides that a transfer on death
deed is revocable and nontestamentary; and requires that the
transferor have the same capacity as that required to make a will at
the time the deed is made.

HB 98

Rep Thurston

Driving Under the Influence Revisions

Removes the definition of "novice licensed driver"; and removes a
novice licensed driver from the definition of "alcohol restricted
driver."

House/ received fiscal
note from Fiscal
Analyst 1/29/2018

HB 99

Rep Redd

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Act Amendments

HB 101

Rep Arent

Air Quality Emissions Testing Amendments

HB 102

Rep Greene

Use of Force Amendments

HB 111

Rep Coleman

Community Reinvestment Agency Modifications

HB 113

Rep Hall

Candidate Filing Amendments

HB 114

Rep Noel

Street Legal ATV Amendments

Expands the division's responsibilities with respect to peer support
services to include peer support services for individuals with mental
health disorders; amends peer support services provisions; recodifies
peer support services provisions; requires rulemaking; clarifies the
role of a mental health officer; removes obsolete references to the
Utah State Hospital Board; removes the exemption of security
officers from the public safety retirement system; updates code
provisions in accordance with the existing practice of private
hospitals providing inpatient mental health treatment; makes changes
to procedures and criteria for civil commitments; gives officers
authority to not take a mentally ill individual into custody in order to
avoid escalating a dangerous situation

TBD

Elizabeth Klc

Restricts authority of a county to exempt a motor vehicle from an
emissions test; amends exemptions to emissions testing; and makes
technical changes.
Addresses when a person is not justified in using force
Removes the housing allocation requirement for certain community
reinvestment project areas
If a candidate is out of state for an entire filing period, they can use
an agent to file for them but they have to be present via video
conference.
Loosens regulation on ATVs on highways

TBD

Lincoln Shurtz

Oppose

Adam Trupp

Neutral

Bryan Rodgers

Neutral

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

TBD

Lincoln Shurtz

TBD

CivLAC

TBD

Elizabeth Klc

Monitor

Elizabeth Klc

HB 120

Rep Thurston

Alcohol Liability Amendments

Provides that a person who is liable for injury or damage that results
from furnishing an alcoholic product is jointly and severally liable
with any other person who is liable for the injury or damage

HB 124

Rep Coleman

Water Holdings Accountability and Transparency Amendments

Cities and special service districts are required to provide
information if they supply water outside of their jurisdiction. Legal
description & map, cost of water being assessed from users, cert
numbers, water right number. State engineer rule making.
Makes it a class B misdemeanor to fail to provide assistance in the
event of a crime or another emergency. Amends provisions of the
Good Samaritan Act to provide immunity from liability to a person
who provides assistance
Defines terms; provides that the Department of Corrections shall
establish community correctional centers; and sets a cap on the
number of offenders that may be released to a community
correctional center based on population.
Changes the requirements for checking the controlled substances
database; and modifies enforcement provisions.

HB 125

Rep King

Duty to Assist in an Emergency

HB 126

Rep Peterson

Inmate Housing Amendments

HB 127

Rep Fawson

Controlled Substance Database Act Amendments

HB 128

Rep Fawson

Utah Retirement System Amendments

Provides that a member who has service credit from two or more
systems is required to retire from the system which most recently
covered the member for a minimum of six months when combining
service credit for purposes of determining eligibility for retirement.

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Adam Trupp

Monitor

CivLAC

HB 132

Rep Snow

Juvenile Justice Modifications

Modifies provisions related to responses to school-based behavior;
expands the uses of appropriations for the Enhancement for At-Risk
Students Program; clarifies when a prosecutor may file a petition;
addresses the inquiry a prosecutor shall conduct before filing a
petition

HB 135

Rep Noel

Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Amendments

Modifies provisions regarding extraterritorial jurisdiction for cities.

HB 136

Rep Noel

Federal Designations

HB 141

Rep Westwood

Early Voting Amendments

HB 142

Rep Owens

Impact Fees Amendments

HB 143

Rep Noel

Off-highway Vehicle Amendments

HB 146

Rep Sagers

Bryan/Lincoln

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Lincoln/Brandy

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Neutral

Bryan/Lincoln

Justice Reinvestment Amendments

Amends the definition of "treatment program" to include alternative
treatment programs related to vocational training or cognitive
behavioral therapy; establishes the daily compensation rate to be
paid to a county for treatment beds dedicated to state inmates
receiving alternative treatment in a county facility

Support

Elizabeth Klc

Pretrial Release Amendments

Addresses right to bail involving qualifying offenses; modifies terms
related to jail release agreements and jail release court orders;
addresses conditions for release after arrest for domestic violence
and other offenses; amends provisions related to dismissal of certain
offenses; addresses contents of pretrial protective orders; repeals
language regarding privileged communications

Support

CivLAC

Clarifies certain existing grants of political subdivision lien authority
to ensure that each grant provides an identifiable effective date,
notice mechanism, and enforcement mechanism; imposes limits on
political subdivision liens; provides that certain political subdivision
liens are invalid against a subsequent bona fide purchaser if the lien
is not recorded before the purchase; prohibits a county treasurer
LFA/ fiscal note sent
from including an item on the property tax notice unless the item's
to sponsor 1/30/2018
inclusion is expressly authorized in statute; amends the items that a
county treasurer is required to include on a property tax notice;
addresses the priority status of a political subdivision lien listed on
the property tax notice; allows a tax sale for delinquencies of any
item that is statutorily authorized to be included on the property tax
notice; and makes technical and conforming changes.

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Postretirement Reemployment Restrictions Act Amendments

HB 148

Rep Quinn

Tax Revisions

HB 149

Rep Froerer

Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control Funding Amendments

HB 152

Rep Quinn

Good Samaritan Law Amendments

HB 154

Rep Lisonbee

Voter Registration Modifications

HB 168

Rep Romero

Rep Webb

CivLAC

Lincoln Shurtz

Retirement Forfeiture for Employment Related Offenses

HB 165

Permits an election officer to reduce the early voting period to as
few as 2 days. Expands deadlines to challenge voters.
Adds natural gas facilities as public facilities for impact fees
Lowers the registration fee and uniform statewide fee for all-terrain
House/ to standing
vehicles, certain motorcycles, snowmobiles, and street-legal allcommittee 1/26/2018
terrain vehicles

Oppose

TBD

Rep Hall

Rep Potter

House/ to standing
committee 1/23/2018

Monitor

HB 147

HB 157

States that a governmental entity may not advocate or lobby for a
federal designation within the state unless the Legislature passes a
concurrent resolution in favor of the proposed federal designation

Political Subdivision Lien Authority

Repeals the requirement that for a retiree who is reemployed as an
affiliated emergency services worker, the termination date of the
reemployment is considered the retiree's retirement date for the
purpose of calculating the one-year separation requirement.
Authorizes a district attorney, a county attorney, the attorney
general's office, or the state auditor to notify the Utah State
Retirement Office if an employee is convicted of an offense that is
an employment related offense after conducting an investigation to
determine whether the conviction is for an employment related
offense.
Increases the general state sales and use tax rate; and reduces the
state sales and use tax rate on food and food ingredients.
Changes how the DABC can use funds generated from markup of
liquor sales. Allows for building purchases, remodels, new
equipment. Reporting requirements
Addresses civil immunity for persons who use force to remove a
confined child from a motor vehicle
Opt in voter registration in 14 pt letter font. Requires the DLD to
electronically transmit voter data to LGs office.

HB 169

Rep Knotwell

Commercial Waste Fee Amendments

HB 172

Rep Wilde

Greenbelt Amendments

HB 175

Rep Stratton

Oversight Committee Creation

HB 176

Rep Potter

Temporary Replacement for County Elected Officials

HB 179

Rep Ivory

State Training and Certification Requirements

HB 182

Rep Nelson

Local Option Sand and Gravel Tax

HB 185

Rep Greene

Open and Public Meetings Amendments

HB 187

Rep Ray

Sheriff Amendments

HB 188

Rep Albrecht

Regulation of Out-of-state Distribution Electrical Cooperative Amendments

HB 195

Rep Daw

Medical Cannabis Policy

HB 202

Rep Christofferson

Tax Incentive Revisions

HB 203

Rep Christofferson

Nighttime Highway Construction Noise Amendments

HB 209

Rep Kwan

Mental Health Protections for First Responders

Reduces the annual fee paid by an owner or operator of a
commercial radioactive waste treatment or disposal facility that
receives radioactive waste.
Amends provisions related to proving implementation of a bona fide
range improvement program
Establishes that the purpose of the Joint Committee on
Governmental Oversight is to increase the transparency, efficiency,
effectiveness, and accountability of state and local governmental
entities
Provides for a temporary manager to fulfill the duties of a vacant
county office until the county legislative body appoints an interim
replacement; imposes limitations on the temporary manager's
authority; and allows the county legislative body to remove a
temporary manager and appoint a replacement temporary manager
under certain circumstances.

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Oppose

CivLAC

Support

CivLAC

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

CivLAC

Oppose

SheriffsCivLAC

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Adam Trupp

Oppose

Lincoln Shurtz

Modifies the definition of "nighttime highway construction" to
House/ to standing
include activities related to and necessary for highway construction. committee 1/25/2018

Oppose

Lincoln Shurtz

Defines "first responders"; and makes amendments regarding a first
responder's workers' compensation claim due to mental stress.

Monitor

CivLAC

Requires that certain training and certification required of public
officials, employees, and volunteers be presented or available in an
online web-based format, unless certain exceptions apply
Authorizes a county or municipality to impose a tax on certain sand
and gravel that is extracted and then sold or transported
Provides that a conversation between members of a three-member
public body in the ordinary course of their duties does not constitute
a meeting for purposes of the Open and Public Meetings Act under
certain conditions
Updates outdated language; amends the composition of the merit
system commission to include members who a sheriff appoints;
clarifies a sheriff's professional duties with which a county
legislative body and county executive may not directly interfere;
removes the ability of a county legislative body to prescribe to a
sheriff the manner in which the sheriff cares for prisoners; clarifies a
House/ to standing
sheriff's authority; allows a sheriff to appoint outside legal counsel
committee 1/23/2018
under certain conditions; allows a sheriff to contract to provide the
sheriff's services and requires a county legislative body to
appropriate revenue from the contract to the sheriff's budget; allows
a sheriff to take certain action within the sheriff's budget during a
budget year without approval from the budget officer or county
legislative body
Limits the jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission over out-ofstate distribution electrical cooperatives.
Provides that an individual who possesses, distributes, or uses
cannabis in a medicinal dosage form in compliance with Title 58,
Chapter 85, Utah Right to Try Act, is not subject to the penalties
described in Title 58, Chapter 37, Utah Controlled Substances Act;
and describes the procedure for an eligible patient to receive a
recommendation for a cannabis-based treatment from the eligible
patient's physician.
This bill modifies, eliminates, and limits certain corporate and
individual business-related income tax credits and modifies a sales
and use tax exemption.

HB 217

HB 218

Rep Barlow

Rep Chavez-Houck

Provides for when and where a personal delivery device may be
operated; imposes limitations on a personal delivery device operator;
imposes the rights and obligations applicable to a pedestrian on a
personal delivery device with exceptions; provides for the
responsibility of an eligible entity

TBD

Lincoln Shurtz

Amendments to Voter Registration

Provides that an otherwise eligible voter may register to vote, and
vote, by casting a provisional ballot on election day or during the
early voting period; amends provisions relating to voter registration
deadlines and the information provided to applicants for voter
House/ received fiscal
registration; changes the deadline for filing an absentee ballot
note from Fiscal
application and for casting an absentee ballot in person; provides a
Analyst 1/26/2018
sunset date for the provisions of this bill, other than technical and
conforming changes; requires the lieutenant governor to report to the
Government Operations Interim Committee regarding
implementation of the provisions of this bill

Support

Bryan Rodgers

Monitor

CivLAC

TBD

Lincoln/Adam

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Oppose

Lincoln Shurtz

Oppose

Elizabeth Klc

Oppose

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Personal Delivery Devices

HB 221

Rep King

Animal Welfare Act Amendments

Amends definitions; and requires an animal shelter to: publish
certain information regarding the animals in the shelter's custody,
including the disposition of the animals; and maintain the published
information for a period of years.

HB 224

Rep Froerer

County Government Change Election Amendments

reorganizes and recodifies Title 17, Chapter 52, Changing Forms of
County Government.

HB 225

Rep Daw

Initiatives, Referenda, and Other Political Activities

This bill amends provisions of the Election Code relating to
initiatives, referenda, and political activities of public entities.

HB 226

Rep Christofferson

Citation Authority Amendments

Prevents a provision from taking effect that prohibits certain
municipal officers and officials from enforcing a local ordinance
through issuing a citation.

HB 242

Rep Roberts

Local Animal Control Regulation Amendments

HB 248

Rep King

Compensatory Service in Lieu of Fine Amendments

HB 249

Rep Stratton

Statewide Resource Management Plan Adoption

HB 250

Rep Shultz

Building Permit and Impact Fees Amendments

House/ received fiscal
note from Fiscal
Analyst 1/30/2018

House/ received fiscal
note from Fiscal
Analyst 1/30/2018

Allows an individual to keep one or more animals on the individual's
property unless the presence of the animal or animals violates
House/ received fiscal
certain standards established by the municipality or county; and
note from Fiscal
establishes requirements for a municipal or county ordinance that
Analyst 1/30/2018
regulates the number of animals an individual may have on the
individual's property.
Defines "compensatory service"; requires that a court provide a
person convicted of an infraction or misdemeanor with the option to
perform compensatory service in lieu of paying a fine; and limits the
amount of hours a person may be ordered to perform compensatory
service.
Adopts the statewide resource management plan, on file with the
Public Lands Policy Coordinating Office; requires the Public Lands
House/ 1st reading
Policy Coordinating Office, as funding allows, to monitor the
(Introduced)
implementation of the statewide resource management plan at the
1/26/2018
state and local levels; creates a reporting requirement for the Public
Lands Policy Coordinating Office to the Commission for the
Stewardship of Public Lands
Allows a claimant to challenge whether a local political subdivision
spent or encumbered an impact fee in accordance with law;
establishes a time by which a claimant may challenge whether a
local political subdivision spent or encumbered an impact fee in
accordance with law; transmits a portion of the surcharge on
building permits to the Office of the Property Rights Ombudsman to
provide certain land use education and training

HB 253

Rep Snow

Trust Lands Amendments

HB 255

Rep Coleman

Extra-jurisdictional Municipal Property

HB 256

Rep Gibson

Electric Service District

HB 259

Rep Wilde

Provides that the School and Institutional Trust Lands
Administration is exempt from a portion of Title 63G, Chapter 3,
Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act; states that the director of the
School and Institutional Trust Lands Administration may make
determinations regarding the management, protection, and
conservation of plant species proposed for designation as
endangered or threatened under the Endangered Species Act of
1973; modifies the procedure for the sale of trust lands; authorizes
the director of the School and Institutional Trust Lands
Administration to enter into an agreement with a county or a
municipality concerning the applicability of a local ordinance to trust
lands
Limits the circumstances in which a municipality may own property
outside the municipality's boundaries; creates an exception to the
property tax exemption for property that a municipality owns; and
authorizes a municipality to levy a property tax on property that
another municipality owns within the taxing municipality's
boundaries.
Prohibits a municipality from certain activities regarding electric
services in relation to an electric service district

Moderate Income Housing Amendments

Requires that the general plan of a county or municipality, other than
a town, allow and plan for moderate income housing growth;
relocates code provisions that prohibit damages in a civil action
claiming that a county or municipality is in violation of the
requirement to adopt a plan to provide a realistic opportunity to meet
the need for additional moderate income housing; limits the
circumstances under which a county or municipality may deny a
land use application for moderate income housing; repeals
provisions requiring a biennial review of the moderate income
housing element of a general plan

HB 261

Rep Knotwell

Renewable Energy Amendments

Permits a qualified utility to apply to the commission for approval of
a rate adjustment clause to acquire or construct a photovoltaic or
thermal solar energy resource using a rate based on the prevailing
market for solar energy projects under certain circumstances;
addresses exemptions from certain provisions; prescribes
requirements for the application; allows for public hearing and
comments; and provides for rulemaking authority.

HB 265

Rep McCay

Body Camera Amendments

Provides that recordings made by law enforcement officers while
wearing a body-worn camera may not be retained by a private entity
if the private entity has ownership in or authority to alter the
recording

HB 266

Rep Webb

Limited Access Highway Amendments

Limits the circumstances under which a highway authority may
terminate a property owner's point of access to a public highway.

Oil, Gas, and Mining Amendments

States that an owner or operator may use surface land, consistent
with allowing the surface land owner the greatest possible use of the
surface land owner's property; states that an owner or operator shall
compensate a surface land owner for loss of crops, loss of value, and
permanent damage to the surface land; states that an owner or
operator shall, to the extent that is reasonable: obtain location or
spacing exceptions from the division or board; and utilize directional
or horizontal drilling techniques that are technologically feasible,
economically practicable, and reasonably available; modifies
conditions under which mediation may be requested

HB 267

Rep Chew

House/ 1st reading
(Introduced)
1/29/2018

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Lincoln/Adam

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Off Duty Employment of Law Enforcement Officer

Modifies provisions related to the requirements for a law
enforcement officer to engage in off-duty employment

Rep Fawson

Government Enterprise Amendments

Requires a city or a county, before authorizing a competitive activity
involving recreation or entertainment, to: conduct a market study;
notify private entities that the competitive activity impacts; and
present the results of the study at a public hearing

Rep Albrecht

Joint Resolution Urging Exemption from the Antiquities Act

Discusses the history of the Antiquities Act, including exemptions
from the Act granted to Wyoming and Alaska; and encourages
Utah's congressional delegation to pursue legislation exempting Utah
from the Antiquities Act.

HB 268

Rep Perry

HB 271

HJR 1

HJR 9

Rep Hall

Monitor

Adam/Celeste

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

This resolution proposes to amend the Utah Constitution to: expand
a provision relating to the right of the people to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and effects against unreasonable searches
Proposal to Amend Utah Constitution -- Unreasonable Searches and Seizures
and seizures to include language indicating the right of the people
also to be secure in their electronic data and communications against
unreasonable searches and seizures.

HCR 10

Rep Stratton

Concurrent Resolution Approving Statewide Resource Management Plan

Expresses appreciation and gratitude for the collaboration between
the state and local government entities that contributed to the
statewide resource management plan; and approves the "State of
Utah Resource Management Plan" as the statewide resource
management plan.

SB 4

Sen Hemmert/Rep Webb

Business, Economic Development, and Labor Base Budget

Provides appropriations for the use and support of certain state
agencies; provides appropriations for other purposes as described.

Monitor

All

SB 5

Sen Zehnder/Rep Christensen

Retirement and Independent Entities Base Budget

Provides appropriations for the use and support of certain state
agencies; provides appropriations for other purposes as described;
approves employment levels for internal service funds; and approves
capital acquisition amounts for internal service funds.

Monitor

All

SB 6

Sen Harper/Rep Froerer

Infrastructure and General Government Base Budget

Provides appropriations for the use and support of certain state
agencies; and provides appropriations for other purposes as
described.

Monitor

All

SB 16

Sen Thatcher

Public Safety Fee Revisions

Increases certain fees for services provided by the Driver License
Division; increases certain fees for services provided by the
Criminal Investigation and Technical Services Division; and
increases fees for background checks when purchasing a firearm.

Monitor

Adam Trupp

Monitor

Bryan/Lincoln

TBD

Adam Trupp

Modifies the provisions of a notice of election to conform with
existing law; modifies a deadline relating to the voter information
pamphlet; requires a registered political party to notify the lieutenant
governor of the dates of the party's political conventions and
changes in those dates; modifies the director of elections' rulemaking
authority; modifies the declaration of candidacy for a write-in
candidate
Reduces to an infraction certain offenses currently designated as
misdemeanors for which a punishment or classification is not
specified

SB 17

Sen Harper

Election Law Modifications

SB 20

Sen Thatcher

Misdemeanor Amendments

SB 21

Sen Mayne

Public Safety and Firefighter Retirement Death Benefit Amendments

Amends the death benefits payable to a member of Division B in the
Public Safety Noncontributory Retirement Act; amends the death
benefits payable to a member of the Firefighters' Retirement Act

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

SB 22

Sen Van Tassell

Mineral Lease Distribution Amendments

Provides that each year the Division of Finance shall distribute an
amount of federal mineral lease money to certain local government
entities.

TBD

Lincoln Shurtz

1/24/2018Senate
Comm - Not
Considered

SB 24

Sen Thatcher

Local Government Indigent Defense Requirement

Requires local governments to include information regarding
indigent legal defense of an indigent individual in ordinances with
criminal penalties that include any possibility of imprisonment

TBD

Adam Trupp

Neutral

Lincoln Shurtz

SB 28

Sen Henderson

Local Government and Limited Purpose Entity Registry

Requires local government entities and limited purpose entities to
register with the lieutenant governor; requires the lieutenant
governor to: create a registry of local government entities and
limited purpose entities; establish registration and renewal fees to
create, administer, and maintain the registry; and send certain
notices regarding compliance with registry requirements; requires
the state auditor to withhold certain state funds and property tax
disbursements if an entity does not comply with registry
requirements; allows the state auditor to prohibit access to certain
money if an entity does not comply with registry requirements;
increases the state auditor's enforcement authority

SB 29

Sen Henderson

County Listing of Local Government and Limited Purpose Entities

Requires each county to publish certain information on the county's
website regarding each local government entity and limited purpose
entity within the county.

Neutral

Lincoln Shurtz

Aggravated Murder Amendments

Adds correctional officers, special function officers, search and
rescue personnel, emergency medical personnel, ambulance
personnel, and security officers to the list of potential aggravated
murder victims; and clarifies that all peace officers and emergency
responders as defined in Utah Code are also to be designated as
potential victims of aggravated murder.

Monitor

Adam Trupp

Requires the Mental Health Crisis Line Commission to serve as the
mobile crisis outreach team (MCOT) advisory committee; requires
the Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health (division) to set
standards for an MCOT license; requires the Department of Health
(department) to administer the MCOT license; allows the
department to establish and charge a fee for the MCOT license;
requires that an individual hold an MCOT license to provide certain
mental health crisis services; provides penalties for certain illegal
activity related to the provision of mental health crisis services

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Elizabeth Klc

Oppose

Lincoln Shurtz

TBD

Lincoln Shurtz

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Oppose

Adam Trupp

Oppose

Adam Trupp

SB 30

Sen Mayne

SB 31

Sen Thatcher

Utah Mobile Crisis Outreach Team Act

SB 32

Sen Thatcher

Mental Health Crisis Line Commission Sunset Amendments

SB 36

Sen Stephenson

Local Option Sales and Use Tax Distribution Formula Amendments

SB 37

Sen Stephenson

Sales and Use Tax Exemption Amendments

SB 38

Sen Thatcher

Local Elected Officer Amendments

SB 44

Sen Fillmore

Impoundment of Motor Vehicle Amendments

SB 45

Sen Dayton

Water Law Amendments -- Diligence Claims

SB 50

Sen Knudson

Animal Shelter Amendments

SB 54

Sen Christensen

Marriage and Premarital Counseling and Education Amendments

Amends the sunset date for the Mental Health Crisis Line
Commission.
Repeals and amends provisions relating to the distribution of sales
and use tax revenue for certain fiscal years
Removes the requirement that a product purchased for resale be
resold within the state to qualify for a sales and use tax exemption.
Establishes a process to remove a county elected officer from office
for mental incapacity.
Clarifies that a peace officer may use discretion whether to impound
a motor vehicle in situations where public safety may be
jeopardized.
Requires the state engineer to include an evaluation of an asserted
beneficial use in the report of a field investigation for a diligence
claim
Addresses the methods by which an animal shelter may euthanize an
animal; requires an animal shelter to adopt a euthanasia policy and
training program
Authorizes the county clerk to increase the marriage license fee and
requires deposit of the increase amount in a specific restricted
account unless certain conditions are met.

SB 55

Sen Harper

Motor Vehicle Registration Amendments

SB 59

Sen Thatcher

Theft Amendments

SB 61

Sen Dayton

Water Rights Adjudication Amendments

SB 66

Sen Anderegg

Emergency Vehicle Operator Duty of Care Amendments

SB 67

Sen Weiler

Fireworks Amendments

Requires a waiver of a fine for a violation for failure to display
registration decals if: the vehicle was properly registered at the time
of the citation; and the person cited provides evidence that the
decals have been properly displayed.
Removes certain provisions relating to circumstances when theft is
classified as a third degree felony
States that if the state engineer receives an untimely statement of
claim, the state engineer shall return the claim to the claimant
without further action; authorizes the state engineer to prepare and
file an addendum to a proposed determination, under certain
circumstances
Requires that agencies operating marked authorized emergency
vehicles to have a written policy to govern the protocol of the
operator of the marked authorized emergency vehicle to engage,
conduct, and terminate vehicle pursuit; provides that the operator of
a marked authorized emergency vehicle owes a duty of care to the
occupant of a vehicle under pursuit if the operator of the marked
authorized emergency vehicle acts outside the written protocol for
vehicle pursuit
Requires the Utah Fire Prevention Board to create, by rule, a
uniform statewide policy regarding a government entity's safe
seizure, storage, and disposal of certain explosives; and provides
requirements for a rule made with regards to the preceding
paragraph.

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

CivLAC

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

CivLAC

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Allows the Department of Transportation to: mail correspondence to
inform the primary owner of a motor vehicle of an unpaid toll or
penalty for failing to pay a toll; impose a penalty for failure to pay a
toll; use camera and video technology to monitor a tollway; and
LFA/ fiscal note
request a hold on the registration of a motor vehicle if the primary
publicly available
owner has failed to pay a toll or penalty associated with the motor
vehicle; requires the Department of Transportation and the Division 1/26/2018 Senate
of Motor Vehicles to share information pertinent to registration and 2nd Reading Calendar
toll enforcement; requires the Department of Transportation to make
rules related to tollways and the amount of a penalty for failure to
pay a toll; allows the retention of license plate data for toll and
penalty collection purposes

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

CivLAC

TBD

CivLAC

SB 71

Sen Niederhauser

Road Tolls Provisions

SB 74

Sen Mayne

Voter Privacy Amendments

Makes the month and year of a voter's date of birth a public record;
amends the voter registration form; repeals provisions related to a
qualified person's access to and use of a voter's date of birth.

SB 76

Sen Hemmert

Commercial Property Tax Amendments

Provides for a property tax exemption for real property that is leased
entirely to the state or a local government entity for the taxable year.

SB 78

Sen Christensen

Office of Licensing Amendments

Authorizes the Office of Licensing within the Department of Human
Services to suspend a license for up to three years.

TBD

Lincoln Shurtz

Judiciary Amendments

Addresses the interest on judgment a court enters under certain
circumstances; provides for how proof of security may be submitted
to the clerk of the court; addresses length of a plea in abeyance;
repeals certain requirements for an indictment to be valid; addresses
which days a court is closed; addresses dissolution of a justice court
created by interlocal agreement; modifies a provision related to an
unsworn declaration; addresses which documents are sealed related
to adoption; addresses court authorizing service by publication or
mail under certain circumstances

TBD

Adam Trupp

SB 79

Sen Hillyard

Senate/ placed on 2nd
Reading Calendar
1/26/2018

SB 82

Sen Henderson

Utah Transparency Advisory Board Amendments

SB 94

Sen Dayton

Poll Watchers and Challenges to Voters

SB 101

Sen Fillmore

Tax Amendments

SB 106

Sen Thatcher

SB 111

SB 112

SB 113

Sen Harper

Sen Henderson

Sen Iwamoto

Modifies the frequency for electing a chair and a vice chair of the
Utah Transparency Advisory Board
Consolidates definitions associated with poll watchers and defines
other terms; creates a process for an individual to register as a
watcher; designates activities in which a watcher may engage;
prohibits a watcher from taking certain actions; permits an election
officer to take certain actions with regard to a watcher; establishes
criminal penalties; modifies deadlines related to the challenge of an
individual's eligibility to vote

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Bryan/Lincoln

Senate/ placed on 2nd
Defines "significant adjustment"; requires the county board of
Reading Calendar
equalization to list separately a significant adjustment on an agenda
1/26/2018
for a public hearing and provide certain property information

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Court Records Amendments

Provides for delinking personal identifying information from court
records under certain circumstances; and addresses scope of the
provisions.

Support

Adam Trupp

Community Reinvestment Agency Changes

Allows a community reinvestment agency board to make a finding of
blight if a survey area includes a site used for the disposal of solid or
hazardous waste

Senate Comm Favorable
Recommendation
1/30/2018

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Voter Registration Revisions

Provides that an individual who applies for or renews the
individual's driver license or state identification card will be
registered to vote unless the individual opts out; allows certain
information in a driver license or state identification card application
form to be used for voter registration purposes; requires a county
clerk to send certain information to an individual who registers to
vote; provides that an individual is not guilty of fraudulent
registration if the individual is ineligible to register to vote but is
inadvertently registered to vote under this bill;

Senate Comm Favorable
Recommendation
1/30/2018

Support

Bryan Rodgers

Postretirement Reemployment Revisions

Allows certain public safety service and firefighter service retirees to
be reemployed with a participating employer after a certain period
from the retiree's retirement date if the retiree: does not receive
certain employer provided retirement benefits for the reemployment;
and is reemployed by a different participating employer than the
participating employer that employed the retiree at the time of
retirement; requires a participating employer to pay certain amounts
for a reemployed retiree in certain circumstances; requires the Utah
State Retirement Office to report certain information to an interim
committee of the Legislature; specifies penalties for violating the
reemployment provisions

Support

Lincoln/Brandy

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

TBD

Lincoln Shurtz

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

SB 114

Sen Harper

Disposal of County Property Amendments

SB 120

Sen Henderson

Local Government Fees and Taxes Amendments

SB 122

Sen Stephenson

Bond Elections Amendments

SB 124

Sen Fillmore

Budget and Certified Tax Rate Deadline Amendments

Addresses the amount for which a county may dispose of a
Senate/ received
significant parcel of real property; states that a county may require a
fiscal note from Fiscal
potential purchaser or lessee to provide certain information;
addresses a county's treatment of an unsolicited offer to purchase or Analyst 1/30/2018
lease a significant parcel of real property
Senate Comm Limits any authority a municipality has to impose a transportation
Favorable
utility fee by prohibiting a municipality from imposing a
Recommendation
transportation utility fee on a legal subdivision
1/30/2018
Provides that a local political subdivision may not receive, from the
issuance of certain bonds approved by the voters at an election, an
aggregate amount that exceeds the maximum principal amount stated
in the bond proposition.
Amends the deadline by which a taxing entity is required to adopt
certain proposed budgets or certified property tax rates; and makes
technical changes.

SJR 2

Sen Hemmert

Proposal to Amend Utah Constitution - Property Tax Exemptions

SJR 3

Sen Thatcher

Joint Resolution Amending Rules of Evidence - Victim Selection

SCR 8

Sen Okerlund/Rep Noel

Concurrent Resolution in Support of the Creation of a New National Park

This resolution proposes to amend the Utah Constitution to: allow
real property that the state or a local government entity leases from a
private owner to be exempt from property tax, as provided by
statute.
Provides that a criminal defendant's expressions or associations are
not admissible as evidence of the defendant's selection of the victim
for purposes of a victim selection penalty enhancement, except when
the evidence: specifically relates to the crime charged; or is
introduced for impeachment.
Supports United States House of Representatives bill H.R. 4558, the
"Grand Staircase Escalante Enhancement Act," introduced by
United States Representative Chris Stewart to establish the
Escalante Canyons National Park and Preserve, Grand Staircase
National Monument, Kaiparowits National Monument, and
Escalante Canyons National Monument.

Monitor

Lincoln Shurtz

Support

Lincoln Shurtz

